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Editorial
Imposing punitive tariffs is an art that needs
to be mastered
Dear Investor,
The first series of reciprocal punitive tariffs between the United
States and China has been in
force since the beginning of July.
This autumn will probably see the
measures expanded to include
more products – or that is at any
rate what President Trump has ordered. Based
on an assessment of how much sense the punitive tariffs imposed make – assuming punitive
tariffs make any sense at all that it is – China has
emerged as the clear winner of the first round.
The list of products on which the Americans have imposed additional tariffs reveals Trump's
political motivation. The tariffs are intended to
win him the sympathy of workers from
America's industrial rust belt. However, half of
the products in question are raw materials and
half are intermediate industrial products. Consumer goods only account for a negligible 1%.
Thus, the goods being taxed are products destined for further processing in the US. The effect
will be to make the end products manufactured
by US companies in the US more expensive. Replacing the taxed imports with domestic intermediate products of the necessary quality is
simply not possible on the scale required. So ultimately, America's punitive tariffs will do more
harm to the US domestic economy than to the
Chinese.
The retaliatory tariffs imposed by the Chinese
and the EU are a different matter. Both mainly
target end products. In China's case most are
agricultural products such as soybeans, or means of transport such as American cars, trucks
or aircraft. Intermediate products only account

for one third of the list. This limits the impact on
the economy to price increases for goods that
are relatively easy to source from other manufacturers. At the same time, the products have
been selected so that the punitive tariffs will
mainly hit companies in Republican heartlands.
Trade wars are evidently not as easy to win as
President Trump claims. Today's trading relationships and international production chains are
too intertwined to be simply broken up. Putting
pressure on these production chains, for example with punitive tariffs or even import bans,
causes collateral damage which can be far-reaching. It is therefore advisable to take a closer
look at the possible consequences before drawing up tariff lists. The fact that US carmakers –
the ostensible beneficiaries of the measures –
are complaining about the punitive tariffs
should give the trade officials in Washington
and the US President pause for thought.
So far, the economic damage of the trade war
has been limited. The vast majority of companies are only aware of the tariffs from a distance. However, when the next round of punitive tariffs comes into force this autumn, possibly
followed by further rounds, the number of companies affected will be larger. In the meantime,
all sides still have time to become wiser and beat
a retreat.


Dr. Thomas Stucki
Chief Investment Officer
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Economy
USA/China: wrangling over tech sector
Under US President Donald Trump, global trade
is getting a makeover. The exchange of blows
over the new order between the economic heavyweights USA and China is particularly gripping
– almost like an economic thriller.
US President Donald Trump believes the United
States is being taken for a ride on the global
trade front and sees this as incompatible with his
«America first» policy. Trump regularly cites the
US trade deficit as evidence of the unfair nature
of global trade. He claims that the deficit reflects
the lack of fairness. His idea of «fairness» is for
every trading partner of the US to buy more
American goods so as to reduce the deficit. This
was the aim of his negotiations with China in
May and June 2018. He also claims that the US
has lower tariffs on imports than many of its trading partners. This, he thinks, places US producers at a disadvantage in their efforts to compete internationally, while trading partners unfairly take advantage of the situation. The United
States does indeed have lower tariffs on some
products – such as cars – than, for example, the
European Union. Barriers to market access are
another of Trump's bugbears. US companies
face higher barriers abroad, he alleges. For example, it is comparatively easy for Chinese companies to invest or start a company in the US, but
much more complicated for US companies to do
likewise in China where they have to fulfil numerous conditions, some of which are «unfair».
To take one example, China invests in US technology companies, but denies foreign banks in
China access to its domestic currency. Another
issue at the top of Donald Trump's agenda is the
protection of intellectual property. Technology
transfer is a key entry ticket to the Chinese market. This is unfair because US technology companies have to grant access to their research results and investments in order to enter the market. This practice is questionable from the perspective of all innovative countries.
Argue over tech sector
Chinese companies with close links to the
government have repeatedly invested in US
technology companies. The US suspects that
Chinese investors use such purchases as a way
of getting their hands on the know-how of the
2
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companies in question. This is a suspicion the
US has harboured for some time, incidentally.
To address the issue, there has already been a
Committee on Foreign Investments in the US
(CFIUS) for some years. President Trump rejected the proposed acquisition of US chip manufacturer Qualcomm by Broadcom of Singapore
on the recommendation of the CFIUS. The focus on national security issues was because
Broadcom wanted to elect its own representatives to the Board of Directors which was seen
as tantamount to taking over control. This was
the second intervention of this type by Donald
Trump. In autumn 2017, he blocked the acquisition of chip maker Lattice. There have been
five similar cases since 1990. However, the
Qualcomm case is not just interesting because
of the blocked takeover. Along with Intel, Qual-
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comm was the main supplier to the Chinese telecommunications company ZTE. With 75,000
employees, ZTE is the world's fourth largest telecommunications company and a symbol of
Chinese prestige. It has repeatedly infringed patent rights and had already been fined USD 1.2
billion under the Obama administration. ZTE also breached sanctions by supplying Iran and
North Korea. When the Trump administration
ordered a halt to supplies of chips to ZTE the
company faced bankruptcy. Unable to find alternative sources, it was forced to cease production of smart phones and network technology entirely. The Chinese government intervened and Donald Trump lifted the embargo in
return for payment of a hefty fine running to
billions of dollars and compliance with certain
requirements. At the beginning of July it was

The iPhone's global value chain
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In the US, mobile phones are now the single most important product imported from China. In an iPhone,
however, there are for example motion sensors made by Bosch (Germany) , batteries made by Simplo
(Taiwan) or Sunwoda (China), flash memory made by Toshiba (Japan) and chips made by Qualcomm (USA).
The device is finally assembled in China. In US customs statistics the smartphone appears as a Chinese import
worth just under USD 240.

then announced that ZTE had replaced its board
of directors. Instead of a 14-member committee, the board now consists of eight members,
all with «unblemished records». ZTE hopes the
lifting of the US trade ban will be permanent in
exchange for payment of the fine and the new
composition of the board. This is a controversial issue in domestic political circles: large sections of the US Senate were against lifting the
trade embargo and the Senate passed a bill
banning trade with companies that pose a threat to national security.
The end doesn’t always justify the means
It is understandable that the US should frown
on China's trade practices. This was no different under Trump's predecessors. Then as now,
the US was not squeamish in its response, but
the action taken tended to be more in the background. Most importantly, it abided by multilateral agreements, whereas the current administration follows a bilateral strategy which leaves
it faced with having to resolve conflicts on more and more fronts. These many trouble spots
currently pose the biggest risk to global trade as
they undermine confidence and above all put
institutions such as the WTO in a tight spot.
Another risk is that the repercussions of the
new US trade policy are impossible to predict. In
an age of global value chains, American smartphones may come from China and German luxury cars may come from the United States. It is
impossible to say which companies, countries
or sectors will ultimately feel the pinch of the
US tariffs. All global companies already have
highly diversified value chains straddling geographical boundaries. Many now produce simultaneously on all continents. Another snag
to Trump's trade policy is its blatant focus on US
interests. What he seems to mean by «fair» is
mainly the pursuit of advantages for the US.
And by making exceptions, as in the case of ZTE
or Apple's iPhone, which is exempt from tariffs,
he fails to show the necessary consistency and
appears to give too much weight to special interests. At its core this approach may well have
some justification, but it loses credibility because of the way it is implemented and the exemptions granted.
n

Source: own illustration, Dedrick, Linden and Kraemer
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Interest rates and yields
Trade tariffs sound a note of caution
The trade dispute between the United States
and the rest of the world is currently hanging
over the US economy like the sword of Damocles. Is this already having repercussions on US
monetary policy?
Almost ten years after the financial crisis, the
US economy is still booming. After 2.6% economic growth in 2017, the International Monetary Fund (IMF) is expecting the current year to
see growth reach as much as 2.9%. The labour
market is also doing well. At 4.0%, unemployment has rarely been as low as it is now. And
more people have recently returned to the labour market, which should also be assessed as
positive.
Inflation favours further US rate hikes
The positive economic conditions have also recently pushed up inflation to a multi-year high of
2.9%, although the sharp rise in oil prices also
played a part in this. However, the Fed's preferred core rate of the price index of personal consumption expenditures (PCE Core), which excludes energy and food, is also back at the Fed's
2% inflation target for the first time for around
five years. The US central bank is therefore planning to continue raising its key interest rate. According to mid-June's «dot-plot» chart, which
reflects Fed members' expectations on the future interest rate trajectory, two further rate
moves can be expected this year. For next year,
the monetary authorities expect a median of
three further rate moves.
Dark clouds gathering
This was also the view set out by Fed Chairman
Jerome Powell at the semi-annual hearing before the Senate and the House of Representatives. At the same time, though, Powell also referred to the downside risks to the economy
resulting from the planned trade tariffs, some
of which have already been implemented. So
far the economic data are not yet showing any
signs of weakness, but according to the Fed's
latest economic report (beige book), quite a
few companies in various sectors have already
expressed concerns about these tariffs. Powell
also exercised caution by telling Congress that
the gradual rate rises were the best way to
4
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achieve the Fed's monetary policy objectives
«for the moment».
No impact yet
We do not expect the trade tariffs to have an impact on the economic data very soon. We therefore continue to anticipate one further Fed rate
move per quarter. Given the current uncertainty,
long-term interest rates can be expected to move sideways for some time yet, but in the longer
term the positive performance of the economy
and rising inflation will reassert themselves, propelling long-term yields higher.
n

US inflation has picked up significantly recently
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Equity markets
Telecoms sector gets makeover
At the end of September 2018, the telecommunication services sector will be renamed communication services and restructured on the basis
of the MSCI. What are the reasons for this and
what consequences will it have?
Remember public phone booths? 25 years ago
rows of phone booths were a familiar sight on
Switzerland's streets. They could be found everywhere from prime locations such as railway
stations to the remotest corners of the country.
Today, they are becoming increasingly rare. In
their heyday, there were some 58,000 phone
booths in operation in Switzerland. In 2017 there were around 5,900 left and the trend is declining as they do not cover their costs and are rarely used. At the beginning of the year, the Federal Council therefore decided that public telephones no longer formed part of the country's
basic infrastructure. Globally, public telephones
are on the way out and are no longer being developed. Phone booths have been supplanted by
mobile phones with their many new communication options.
Transformation of the telecoms companies
The Internet has changed the way we communicate. Telecom providers have responded by steadily expanding their offerings: fixed lines, mobi-

�Telecoms» becomes «Communications services»
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le communications, Internet and TV. Some providers are already developing their own content
for their TV services. This shows that telecommunication companies are developing away
from the classic telecoms business and towards
digital media. It is therefore understandable that
the cards in the sector should also be reshuffled.
Change in the communication sector
The rapid development of new ways of communicating and the merger of telecommunications
and media companies also has implications for
the sector landscape on the basis of the MSCI.
Up until now, the telecommunication services
sector only included pure telecommunications
companies. Companies operating in digital
communications or in media sectors are mainly
grouped together in the consumer discretionary
or technology sectors. To take account of the
change in the way people communicate with
each other and gain access to entertainment
content and other information, the telecommunication services sector is being renamed communication services and will undergo changes to
its composition. The new sector will therefore
now also include companies such as Alphabet
and Facebook, which facilitate digital communication and related content and make information available via a range of different media. However, media companies such as Netflix and Walt
Disney will also be changing sector.
What are the consequences?
The reorganization of the sector on the basis of
the MSCI will take place at the end of September 2018. The restructuring will increase the size
of the new communication services sector, giving it a sector weight of around 10% – a fivefold increase compared with its current weight.
Meanwhile, the technology and consumer
discretionary sectors will become smaller, although even after the changeover the tech sector will still have by far the largest weighting.
The changes will make the telecommunication
sector – which has so far been a defensive sector
– more cyclical. This is also reflected in its changing growth momentum, which is increasing.
The sector's expected future earnings growth
will increase significantly, but so too will its volatility.
n
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Currencies
A quiet summer on the forex market
Over the past two months, the Swiss franc has
made only limited gains against the euro and
the dollar. Italy and worries over a fresh euro crisis have faded from the headlines, halting the
franc's advance against the euro. Moreover, reassessments of the monetary policy situation are
not on the agenda until after the summer break
in September.
In the eurozone, the capital market has recently
shown signs of an easing of tensions. Late May
saw the spread between ten-year Italian and
German government bonds – a kind of risk premium – climb to a five-year high. While Italy's risk
premium has since fallen back below 2%, this
still leaves it higher than at the beginning of the
year. The foreign exchange market is also signalling an easing of tensions. The euro has stabilized against the Swiss franc and the US dollar.
However, as the widening of credit risk premiums and the 4% fall in the value of the euro
showed in May, the currency bloc remains vulnerable to negative reactions on the financial markets. In September, Rome's budget planning for
2019 should provide a test of sentiment.
ECB outlook dampens euro
We are therefore keeping an eye on the positioning of financial investors as a barometer of sentiment. This group of investors has recently been
significantly more reticent. In EUR/USD futures,
the beginning of the year saw a peak in speculative positions in favour of a stronger euro. Since
May, this one-sided «long-euro/short dollar»
positioning has been scaled back. At the end of
July, this resulted in a return to a neutral positioning in aggregate for the first time since 2017.
The euro recently received a damper on the monetary policy front. While the Fed reaffirmed its
policy of gradual rate hikes, the European Central Bank is still hesitant. In mid-June, ECB President Mario Draghi adopted a surprisingly passive stance by pushing back the timing of the interest rate turnaround in Europe and announcing that key interest rates would be left unchanged at least until after summer 2019.
Dollar torn between policy and politics
The US dollar is still being driven by a combination of interest rate hopes and US politics. The
6
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dollar is favoured by the further widening of the
interest rate spread between the United States
and Europe over the coming months. The closer we come to the ECB's first interest rate move,
the more investors are likely to shift their focus
towards Europe, which should benefit the euro
and the Swiss franc. By contrast, the trade dispute remains a potential stress factor for the US
dollar. Amid these currency drivers the USD/CHF
currency pair has also failed to rise significantly
above parity. We expect this situation to persist.
n

Euro finds its feet, dollar at parity against the franc
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Commodities
Lacklustre performance
The financial markets are torn between political uncertainties and a strongly performing economy. This is also having an impact on the commodity markets.
The leading indicators point to a global economy on track for growth. From a historical perspective, commodities benefit in a late stage of
the economic cycle. However, the simmering
trade dispute between the US and China has not
left the commodity markets unscathed in recent
months. In July, the Bloomberg Commodity Index fell to its lowest level since the end of 2017,
as investors worried that a potential escalation
of the trade conflict could hit global economic
growth, and with it demand for raw materials.
Volatile oil price
The upward trend on the oil market in evidence
since the summer of 2017 has undergone some
major daily fluctuations in recent weeks. In the
longer term, an escalation between the two big-

Commodities present mixed performance
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gest energy consumers, the US and China,
would lead to an economic slowdown in both
countries which would also affect demand for
oil. In the short term, though, the supply side remains a key price driver. A key player here is
OPEC, which at the end of June agreed to increase its daily oil production. The aim is to exhaust
the production limit of 32.5 million barrels in
force since 2017. One reason for the increase is
the fact that the cartel's current production volume has been below its self-imposed limit for
months. Special circumstances have contributed
to this. For example, political problems have led
to a significant decline in production in Venezuela and Libya which has meant that both countries have fallen short of their quotas. However,
these developments are being overshadowed by
the foreign policy manoeuvres of the US government, which announced in May that it was withdrawing from the nuclear deal concluded with
Iran in 2015. This led to the reintroduction of US
economic sanctions which will come into force
in September. Thanks to the robust economy,
the reintroduction of the sanctions against Iran
and the regular production difficulties of Libya
and Venezuela, we still see scope for a rising oil
price.
Dollar shakes off political uncertainties
Gold has had a hard time recently. Since April's
peak for the year, its price has fallen 9%, reaching a low for the year of USD 1,222 per
ounce in July. Even the political uncertainty surrounding the trade dispute between the United
States and China failed to boost the precious
metal. Instead, for months now the gold price
has been dependent on the US dollar. The higher the dollar, the lower the gold price and vice
versa. The negative correlation between the fortunes of the US currency and gold has already
existed for quite some time, but has never been
as strong as over the past two years. June's monetary policy decisions by the Fed and other central banks reminded many investors of the growing US interest rate advantage. The capital inflow into the US dollar area caused the greenback to rise to its highest level against the other
major currencies since autumn 2017. Assuming
the correlation between the dollar and gold persists, this limits the potential for the gold price. n
August 2018 Investment Strategy
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Investment Strategy
Which will prevail: politics or the economy?
The financial markets are torn between political
turmoil and the positive performance of the global economy. We believe, the economy will gain
the upper hand.
Recent months have been marked by constant
ups and downs on the stock markets. This state
of affairs is nothing out of the ordinary, but after last year's uninterrupted rise investors will
first need to get used to the new reality. This is
necessary because this pattern will continue to
shape stock market events for the rest of the year. Two opposing forces are currently competing
for investors' attention. The first is the political
turmoil that is fuelling uncertainty at regular intervals. The second is the positive performance
of the economy, particularly in the US, which
has so far shrugged off the political wrangling.
Political events do not endure
Hot political issues are often local in nature and
therefore have only minimal impact on global
economic activity. This includes the problems in
specific emerging markets such as Argentina
and Turkey, but also the populist provocations in
Italy. The trade dispute between the United States and the rest of the world is potentially dangerous, but so far the negative impact was only
being felt by specific sectors and companies and
not by the broad economy. Bad news such as
the Harley Davidson story is of little more than
anecdotal significance. By contrast, the service
sector – an increasingly important part of the
economy – is barely affected by the tariffs on
goods. The consequences of the trade dispute
will only become apparent over time. Many of
the threatened tariffs will not actually come into
force until this autumn. Moreover, it takes a long
time for economic processes to take effect and
appear in the data.
US economy firing on all cylinders
Trump will keep the issue of what he sees as unfair trade on the boil. He can afford to do so as
the US economy is continuing to fire on all cylinders and may even gain added momentum over
the summer. This is at any rate the picture presented by the leading economic indicators,
which have strengthened again after a dip this
spring. The positive economic performance pro8
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vides the stock markets with the necessary support to recover from temporary price setbacks.
They will only be in danger once there are growing signs that the economic cycle has peaked.
No such signs have emerged yet though.
Equities still attractive
The outlook for the economy and earnings remains very promising for equities. The Fed's
tighter monetary policy will not have a negative
impact until next year. In the meantime, political
issues will repeatedly fuel uncertainty, temporarily putting pressure on share prices. The economic fundamentals are right, however, which is
why we are maintaining our overweighting of
US equities.
n
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Market overview
Economic data and cycles
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China: China is opening the monetary sluice gates a little (reserve ratio) to mitigate any negative effects of the trade dispute. The economic engine is continuing to perform solidly.
India: No euphoria, but very solid growth prospects.
Brazil: The outlook got worse again. The recovery phase proves to be difficult.
Russia: Russia is benefiting from the rise in oil prices. The outlook is slightly positive, but not euphoric.
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Interest rates and currencies
Data as of 19 July 2018; Source: Bloomberg, Graphics: own illustration
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Equity and commodity markets
Data as of 19 July 2018; Source: Bloomberg, Graphics: own illustration
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All markets show positive earnings growth.
		Forecast earnings growth is currently showing good momentum in the US, but has flattened off at a high level in
the Eurozone and Switzerland.
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Commodity markets: Price trend for oil and gold
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Oil price: The new US sanctions against Iran caused a price
surge. While global demand and falling inventories are improving the outlook on the oil market, record high US oil production is preventing a substantial price increase.
Gold price: As in previous years, the start of the year was a
good time for gold. But there was no upward breakout in the
price. The prospect of higher interest rates limits the potential
for the gold price. Moreover, demand for safe investments
continues to provide major support for gold.
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Financial markets and forecasts
Closing prices as of 19 July 2018; Source: Bloomberg; Forecast: SGKB

12 Months ago

3 Months ago

Current

Forecast
3 Months

Forecast
12 Months

SNB

–0.75 %

–0.75 %

–0.75 %

–0.75 %

–0.75 %

ECB

–0.40 %

–0.40 %

–0.40 %

–0.40 %

–0.40 %

FED

1.00 % – 1.25 %

1.50 % – 1.75 %

1.75 % – 2.00 %

2.00 % – 2.25 %

2.75 % – 3.00 %

Capital market yields

12 Months ago

3 Months ago

Current

Forecast band
3 Months

Forecast band
12 Months

10-year Conf.

0.01%

0.12 %

–0.06 %

0.05 % – 0.25 %

0.40 % – 0.60 %

10-year German Bund

0.53%

0.59 %

0.33 %

0.50 % – 0.70 %

0.90 % – 1.10 %

10-year Treasury

2.26%

2.96 %

2.84 %

3.00 % – 3.30 %

3.20 % – 3.50 %

12 Months ago

3 Months ago

Current

Forecast band
3 Months

Forecast band
12 Months

EUR/CHF

1.1064

1.1981

1.1634

1.15 – 1.20

1.12 – 1.17

USD/CHF

0.9513

0.9746

0.9987

0.98 – 1.03

0.95 – 1.00

EUR/USD

1.1631

1.2288

1.1642

1.15 – 1.20

1.15 – 1.20

12 Months ago

3 Months ago

Current

Forecast band
3 Months

Forecast band
12 Months

47

68

69

65 – 75

70 – 80

Gold (USD per oz)

1244

1336

1223

1200 – 1300

1250 – 1350

Equity markets

YTD

Valuation
(est. P/E)

Current Index

Trend
last 3 Months

Forecast
3 Months

S&P500 (local currency)

6.0 %

17.5

2804

EuroStoxx50 (local currency)

1.9 %

14.0

3472

–1.2 %

15.8

8934

Key interest rates

Currencies

Commodities
Oil (WTI, USD per barrel)

SMI (local currency)
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Disclaimer: The information contained on this Recommendation List and specifically the descriptions of individual securities constitute neither an offer to purchase the securities
nor an invitation to engage in any other transactions. All of the information contained in this document has been carefully selected and obtained from sources that the Investment Center of the St.Galler Cantonal Bank AG fundamentally believes to be reliable. Opinions or other representations conveyed in this document are subject to change without
notice. No guarantee is assumed as to the accuracy or completeness of the information. St.Galler Cantonal Bank AG is regulated and supervised by Swiss Financial Market Supervision
Authority FINMA, Einsteinstrasse 2, 3003 Berne, Switzerland, www.finma.ch.

